Learn CS Concepts with Scratch

Unit 2: Project Helicopter
Young people today need to be able to use their learning muscles to innovate
and create, and ultimately to adapt and transform themselves
several times over in one lifetime. – James Paul Gee

Concepts learnt in this Unit
-

Events
Reset script
Costume-based animation
Multiple backdrops
Graphic effects
User interaction using keyboard
Conditions: YES/NO questions
Sensing touch
Conditionals (IF)
Conditionals (IF-Else)
Stopping scripts

Chapter 2.1: Reset Scripts, Animation Using Costumes
While working on your first project (of the previous unit) you might have
noticed one problem. At the end of the program, you have to manually bring all
sprites back to where they are supposed to be at the beginning and change their
appearance back to what it was. Otherwise, the next time you run the program, it
doesn’t work properly. To avoid this manual work, you can make use of an idea
called “Reset script”.
But, before we understand how to write reset scripts, let’s understand the
concept of events.
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Events:
Events are outside happenings that create some sort of a signal. For example, the
“ringing of a phone” is an event that tells us that someone is calling. “Traffic
light turning red” is an event that signals that cars need to stop. Real world is full
of events. Following are some of the commonly used events in Scratch:

Every sprite in your program will have scripts to respond to the events that that
sprite is interested in. For example, the ball sprite in a game might respond to the
“when up arrow key pressed” event by moving up a little as shown below:

Reset script:
Every sprite has a set of attributes (properties). We can call this set its “state”.
- Position on the screen (X, Y)
- Orientation (Angle with North)
- Color (default value is 0)
- Size (default is 100%)
- Visibility (visible or invisible)
- Costume
- Graphic effects
After we run scripts, one or more of these properties change. For example, see
this script.
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After running it, the sprite’s location, direction, color, size, and visibility will all
have changed. We need to reset these back to the original values before we run
this program again. This is done by the following script:

This is called the “reset script”. By simply pressing the “r” key (or whichever key
you use in your script) you can set the sprite properties to their original values.
Animation using costumes:
Animation, as you know, is an illusion of action or motion. We can make pictures
of people, animals, and even things appear alive by making them do things.
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Motion is one way to create animation. But, there is one shortcoming in that.
Motion commands make the whole sprite move. You cannot move its parts.
There is no change of expression or anything like that.
Animation is basically a trick played on our eyes. When we see a succession of
slightly changing pictures rapidly one after the other, for example, the pictures of
a hand moving up, our eyes think that we actually saw a hand moving up!
In Scratch this series of pictures is called costumes. Every sprite can line up its
costumes in the “Costumes” tab. Several Scratch sprites come with costumes of
their own. In addition, you can draw costumes using the Paint editor, or you can
simply import images from outside. You can also use a camera if your computer
has one.
Once you line up the costumes, you use the following commands to actually use
these costumes to create animation.

The “next costume” command will make the sprite change its appearance and
look like the next costume in its list of costumes. When it reaches the end of the
list it goes back to the first costume in the list.
The command “switch to costume” allows the sprite to change to any costume in
the list. This is handy when you don’t have an orderly series of costumes, but a
set of costumes that your sprite wants to use in no particular order.
Let’s take an example. For the cat sprite, click on the “Costumes” tab. You will
see the following costumes lined up already:
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Now, create the following scripts and see what happens when you click the
green flag.

Do you see the cat actually walking (and not just dragging its feet as we saw
earlier)?
Multiple backdrops:
The Scratch stage can have multiple backdrops. There are a number of ways to
create a new backdrop:
- Choose from the Scratch library
- Paint using the paint editor
- Upload an image from your computer
- Take a photo using your camera
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Once you have lined up multiple backdrops for the stage, either the stage or any
of the sprites can change the backdrop any time using the following command
(listed under the “Looks” tab):

The stage can also use the following command to change backdrops:

Review questions:
1. To make your animation look realistic you should have as many costumes as
possible. True or False?
2. It is a good idea to write a separate RESET script which:
a. Restarts Scratch and opens your project file again
b. Takes the sprite to its original position and direction
c. Hides the sprite when the program is over
d. Makes the sprite look in the East direction
3. You can make the Scratch cat walk by using the “next costume” command.
Can you do the same using the “switch to costume” command?
4. See the following two scripts written for the Cat:

S1:
Which of the following statements is true?
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a)
b)
c)
d)

The two scripts will do the exact same thing.
The script S1 will move the Cat to the right.
In script S1 the Cat moves left, but keeps facing right.
In script S2 the Cat moves left, but keeps facing right.

Programming practice:
1. Use existing costumes (in the Scratch library) to create animation, such as, a
walking boy or a dancing girl. Next, draw your own costumes using the
Paint editor.
Graphic Effects:
Scratch provides a bunch of interesting graphic effects that you can use to make
your animation very exciting.
Color effect:
At the top of the list is color. Changing colors is of course very exciting, isn’t it!
The SET command simply sets the color to a specific value. There are about 200
different values you can use – from 0 to 200. The “CHANGE” command adds a
number to your current color value. Why don’t you experiment with these
values and discover which value gives you which color?

This example script will show you 10 different colors in the range 0 to 200.
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Ghost Effect:
Ghost effect has to do with disappearing slowly. So every time you increase the
ghost value, the sprite will become fainter and fainter. At the value of 100 it will
disappear completely.
If you want to make the sprite appear again, reduce value gradually back to 0.

This example script makes a sprite disappear and reappear – just like a ghost.
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Fisheye Effect:
Fisheye effect is like pumping air into a balloon. Except in this case you pump air
into your sprite. Just like the balloon bulges slowly as the air is pumped into it,
your Sprite will bulge as you increase the FISHEYE value. There is no limit to
how much air you can pump into your sprite.
To deflate, that is, to take the air out again, decrease the FISHEYE value
gradually.

Here is an example script that inflates a sprite and deflates it back to normal. Try
it out on your favorite sprite.
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Whirl Effect:
WHIRL effect is about stirring your sprite with a stirrer as if it were a liquid.
Think of your washing machine in which you wash clothes. The machine twists
and turns the clothes, right?
Similarly, the WHIRL effect twists your sprite in either direction – right or left –
depending on whether you increase the WHIRL value or decrease it.

Here is an example of a script that gradually twists the sprite clockwise and then
twists it anticlockwise and then brings it back to normal.
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Pixelate Effect:
Pixelate effect allows you to zoom into your sprite making it more grainy. You
might have seen this type of effect in some of the older video games.
The maximum you can pixelate, that is, blur the sprite completely, is about 500.
Beyond that the sprite becomes invisible. To bring it back to normal, reduce the
PIXELATE value.

Here is an example script that gradually zooms into a sprite and zooms back out.
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How to clear effects:
For any of these graphical effects that we saw so far, there are 2 simple ways to
cancel the effect, and bring your sprite back to its normal appearance. The
CLEAR GRAPHIC EFFECTS command cancels all graphical effects. If you want
to just cancel one of the effects, use the SET command and set the value to 0.

Programming practice:
1. Design a simple story-based animation using costumes. Use the graphic
effects to make your animation more entertaining.

Chapter 2.2: Keyboard Interaction and Conditionals
User interaction using keyboard:
One of the most interesting features of Scratch is that it allows the user to interact
with programs. Your programs need not be just animations that one has to
watch, but, they can be interactive.
Scratch provides an event block called WHEN KEY PRESSED. It works similar to
the event WHEN GREEN FLAG CLICKED. If you write a script under this event,
it will run every time the user presses the specified key.
See these examples. In game programs arrow keys are typically used to move
sprites. Here, the UP ARROW key runs a script in which the sprite moves 10
steps upwards.
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In the second example, the h key makes the sprite visible for a short time – this
sprite could possibly be a “HELP” screen which pops up for a short time and
then goes away.
Sensing touch:
In Scratch, you can check if things are touching each other, and use that
information in the conditional statements (such as IF, Wait until, Repeat until,
etc.) which we will learn shortly. Here are the sensing conditions:
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An example of how sensing can be used in a conditional statement:

See below to learn the IF command.
Conditionals (IF):
In Computer Science there is a special type of question called the TRUE-FALSE
question. For this type of question the answer can only be either TRUE or FALSE.
For example, “Is it raining?” Or, “Are you going home?” Or, “Is 25 a square of
5?” The answer to all these questions is either TRUE or FALSE. There is no other
possible answer.
These questions are known as CONDITIONS.
Scratch provides many such conditional questions and they are shown as
diamond blocks. If you look under the SENSING tab, you will see several
conditions. TOUCHING is a condition which basically is the question “Am I
touching so and so?” There is another diamond block called TOUCHING
COLOR which is the question “Am I touching this color?” Under OPERATORS
there are diamond blocks that compare numbers.
Now, in real life, we use the TRUE-FALSE questions to take some action. For
example, if the answer to the question “Is it raining?” is TRUE (or YES), we
might decide to take the umbrella to school.
Similarly, in Scratch we have a command called IF that we can use if a condition
is TRUE. In the example shown below, if the sprite is TOUCHING another sprite
called “fire”, the sprite will say “Help! Help!” and then back off by 100 steps.
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Conditionals (IF-Else):
This is a variation of
the
IF
command
described above. See
this example:

We want to move the sprite upward but not take it beyond the top edge. The
condition in the above command is: “Is the sprite touching the edge?” If the
answer is YES, the sprite doesn’t move. If the answer is NO, the sprite moves up
5 steps.
So, the IF-Else command offers a fork in the process of decision-making.
Review questions:
1. See this script:
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Which of the following statements is true?
a) The SAY command will never run.
b) The SAY command will run only if this sprite is not touching sprite1.
c) The SAY command will run even if this sprite is touching sprite1.
d) The SAY command will run only if this sprite is touching sprite1.
2. What will happen if we run the following script?

a. The sprite will move up
b. The sprite will move down
3. What will happen if you run the following script?

a. The sprite will not move.
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b. The sprite will rise up and stop when it hits the top edge.
c. The sprite will fall down and stop when it hits the bottom edge.
d. The sprite will jump up and down continuously.
4. Are the following two scripts equivalent?

a) Yes
b) No
5. See the following two scripts S1 and S2.

S1:

S2:

Which of the following statements is true?
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a) These two scripts do the exact same thing.
b) In script S1 the sprite bounces only on the left and right edges of the
screen.
c) In script S2 bouncing also happens if the sprite touches any other sprite.
d) The scripts S1 and S2 will behave differently.
Programming practice:
1. Design a program in which a ball bounces up and down and is deflected by a
paddle. The user should be able to move the paddle horizontally using the
arrow keys.
2. Design a program in which there are several separate color circles (red, blue,
green, etc.) on the screen. When the green flag is clicked an animal sprite
starts following the mouse pointer and whenever it touches a circle its color
becomes the same as the circle’s. (Tips: (1) To make the animal sprite follow
the pointer, consider using the “point towards” and “move” commands in a
forever loop. (2) Consider using costumes for the animal.)
Stopping scripts:
The STOP commands (under the “Control” tab) allow us to stop Scratch scripts
in various ways.
The “STOP all” command stops all active scripts in your Scratch project. For
example, the script below checks if the allotted time has been used up, and if so,
it stops the game. (Note: “time” is called a variable; we will learn about variables
later in this book.)
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The command “STOP this
script” stops only the current
script. In the adjoining script, a
“prize” sprite waits until it
touches “pacman”. Since it has
nothing else to do afterwards, it
hides and stops its script.

Finally, the command “STOP other scripts in sprite” is useful when you want to
only stop scripts of the current sprite. If you want to stop all scripts of the current
sprite you would need to do as shown in the following hypothetical script:
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With the help of all the concepts learnt so far, we are now ready to take up a
game project. Let’s go for it!

Chapter 2.3: Project Helicopter
Description:
Using arrow keys fly a helicopter. Show the effect of gravity, i.e. if you don't do
anything, the helicopter should automatically move down slowly. So, "Down"
arrow key is not needed. The helicopter should be able to land on a helipad.
Show moving clouds (just for fun). Show one or two spinning fans on the
helicopter.
Concepts used:
 User interaction (keyboard)
 Costumes
 IF-ELSE and sensing touch
Sprites:
1. Helicopter
2. Landing pad (can also be part of the stage)
3. Clouds
Program steps:
1. Click on the “Green flag”: everything is reset to original state.
2. Press SPACE BAR to start the game.
User Interaction:
 Green flag resets everything and starts the game
 SPACE BAR adds effect of gravity
 Arrow keys (except “down”) control the helicopter
Write in your Design book:
 A short description of your project
 Answer these questions:
1. What did you learn?
2. What was exciting?
3. What was challenging?
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